
Ateljé

WANT TO RETURN?

1.  Fill out this form and tell us what you want to return 
and why. 

2.  Pack your product in a box or better: the original 
package that you received from Ateljé. We try to 
keep waste to a minimum, so please consider the 
environment and re-use our packaging as much as 
you can. 

3.  Buy a shipping label, for example from Post NL, DHL, 
DPD or FedEx. Return costs are at your own expense. 
Attach the label to the parcel.

The return address is:
Ateljé
Postbus 10246
1001 EE Amsterdam
The Netherlands

4.  When we’ve received your order we’ll start the refund 
process and your money will be refunded to the same 
account you used to pay online. This process can take 
up to 14 days.

5. That's it! We hope to see you again :)

RETURN CODE 

1   Not what I expected  
2  Received the wrong product
3  Ordered the wrong case
4  Damaged product
5  The product is too short/small
6  The product is too long/big 
7  Not as online image 
8  Delay in delivery
9  Other: ………
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